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ABSTRACT

Categories and Subject Descriptors

A number of previous measurement studies [10, 12, 17] have
shown the existence of path exploration and slow convergence in the global Internet routing system, and a number
of protocol enhancements have been proposed to remedy the
problem [21, 15, 4, 20, 5]. However all the previous measurements were conducted over a small number of testing prefixes. There has been no systematic study to quantify the
pervasiveness of BGP slow convergence in the operational
Internet, nor there is any known effort to deploy any of the
proposed solutions.
In this paper we present our measurement results from
identifying BGP slow convergence events across the entire
global routing table. Our data shows that the severity of
path exploration and slow convergence varies depending on
where prefixes are originated and where the observations are
made in the Internet routing hierarchy. In general, routers
in tier-1 ISPs observe less path exploration, hence shorter
convergence delays than routers in edge ASes, and prefixes
originated from tier-1 ISPs also experience less path exploration than those originated from edge ASes. Our data also
shows that the convergence time of route fail-over events
is similar to that of new route announcements, and significantly shorter than that of route failures, which confirms
our earlier analytical results [19]. In addition, we also developed a usage-time based path preference inference method
which can be used by future studies of BGP dynamics.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the routing protocol used in the global Internet. A number of previous
analytical and measurement studies have shown the existence of BGP path exploration and slow convergence in the
operational Internet routing system, which can potentially
lead to severe performance problems in data delivery [10, 12,
17]. Path exploration suggests that, in response to path failures or routing policy changes, some BGP routers may try a
number of transient paths before selecting a new best path
or declaring unreachability to a destination. Consequently,
a long time period may elapse before the whole network
eventually converges to the final decision, resulting in slow
routing convergence. An example of path exploration is depicted in Figure 1, where node C’s original path to node
E (path 1) fails due to the failure of link D-E. C reacts
to the failure by attempting two alternative paths (paths 2
and 3) before it finally gives up. In a typical route failure
event, some BGP routers can spend up to several minutes
exploring a large number of alternate paths before declaring
a destination unreachable.
The analytical models used in the previous studies tend to
represent worst case scenarios of path exploration [10, 12],
and the measurement studies have all been based on controlled experiments with a small number of beacon prefixes.
In the Internet operational community there exist various
different views regarding whether BGP path exploration and
slow convergence represent a significant threat to the network performance, or whether the severity of the problem,
as shown in simulations and controlled experiments, would
be extremely rare in practice. A systematic study is needed
to quantify the pervasiveness and significance of BGP slow
convergence in the operational routing system, which is the
goal of this paper.
In this paper we provide measurement results from the
BGP log data collected by RouteViews and RIPE [25, 24].

ilar convergence delay as the routing events of moving
from shorter to longer paths (denoted as Tlong ). Finally, route failure events, denoted as Tdown , have a
substantially longer delay than all the above events.
In short, we have Tshort < Tup ≈ Tlong  Tdown .
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• A major challenge in our data analysis is how to differentiate Tlong and Tshort events, which requires knowing
routers’ path preferences. We have developed a new
path ranking algorithm to infer relative preference of
each path among all the alternative paths to the same
destination prefix. We believe that our path ranking
algorithm can be of useful in many other BGP data
analysis studies.
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Figure 1: Path exploration triggered by a fail-down
event.
For all the destination prefixes announced in the Internet, we
cluster their BGP updates into routing events and classify
the events into different convergence classes. We then characterize path exploration and convergence time of each class
of events. The results reported in this paper are obtained
from BGP logs of January 2006, which are representative
of data we have examined during other time periods. The
main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• We provide the first quantitative assessment on path
explorations for the entire Internet destination prefixes. Our results confirmed the wide existence of path
exploration and slow convergence in the Internet, but
also revealed that the extent of the problem depends
on where a prefix is originated and where the observation is made in the Internet routing hierarchy. When
observed from a top tier Internet service provider (ISP),
there is relatively little path exploration, and this is
especially true when the prefixes being observed are
also originated from some other top tier ISPs. On the
other hand, an observer in an edge network is likely to
notice a much higher degree of path exploration and
slow convergence, especially when the prefixed being
observed are originated from other edge networks. In
other words, the existing widely different opinions on
the extent of path exploration and slow convergence
may be a reflection of where one takes measurement
and which prefixes are being examined.
• We provide the first measurement and analysis on the
convergence times of route change events in the entire operational Internet, without artificially manipulating path lengths as done in previous measurements.
Our results show that route fail-over events, where the
paths move from shorter or more preferred ones to
longer or less preferred ones, has much shorter convergence time than route failure events, where the destinations become unreachable. Moreover, we find that,
on average, the durations of various route convergence
events take the following order: among all routing
events, those moving from longer or less preferred to
shorter or more preferred paths, symbolically denoted
as Tshort events, have the shortest convergence delay,
which are closely followed by new prefix announcements (denoted as Tup event), which in turn have sim-

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes our general methodology and data set where we
develop a path ranking algorithm to classify events into different types. We analyze the extent of path exploration and
slow convergence for each type of events in Sections 3 and
4. Section 5 discuss related work and Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2.

METHODOLOGY AND DATA SET

Previous measurement results on BGP slow convergence
were obtained through controlled experiments. In these experiments, a small number of “beacon” prefixes are periodically announced and withdrawn by their origin ASes at
fixed time intervals [1, 2], and the resulting routing updates
are collected at remote monitoring routers and analyzed. In
addition to generate announcements and withdrawals (Tup
and Tdown events), one can also use a beacon prefix to generate Tlong events by doing AS prepending [10]. For a given
beacon prefix, because one knows exactly what, when, and
where is the root cause of each routing update, one can
easily measure the routing convergence time by calculating
the difference between when the root cause is triggered and
when the last update due to the same root cause is observed.
Although routing updates for beacon prefixes may also be
generated by unexpected path changes in the network, those
updates can be clearly identified through the use of anchor
prefixes as explained later in this section. Unfortunately one
cannot assess the overall Internet routing performance from
observing the small number of existing beacon prefixes.
In this paper, our goal is to obtain a comprehensive understanding of BGP path explorations in the operational
Internet. Our basic approach is to first cluster routing updates from the same monitor and for the same prefix into
events, sort all the routing events into several classes, and
then measure the duration and number of paths explored
for each class of events. This is a significantly more difficult task than measuring the convergence delay of beacon
prefixes for the following reasons. First, there is no easy
way to tell whether a sequence of routing updates is due to
the same, or different root causes in order to properly group
them into events. Second, upon receiving an update for a
prefix, one cannot tell what is the root cause of the update,
as is the case with beacon prefixes. Furthermore, when the
path to a given destination prefix changes, it is difficult to
determine whether the new path is a more preferred or less
preferred path compared to the previous one, i.e. whether
the prefix experiences a Tshort or a Tlong event in our event
classification.

2.1

Data Set and Preprocessing

To develop and calibrate our update grouping and path
ranking heuristics, we used eight BGP beacons, one from
PSG [1] (psg01 ), the other seven from RIPE [2] (rrc01,
rrc03, rrc05, rrc07,rrc10, rrc11 and rrc12 ). All the eight
beacon prefixes are announced and withdrawn alternately
every 2 hours. We preprocessed the beacon updates following the methods developed in [17]. First, we removed from
the update stream all the duplicate updates, as well as the
updates that differ only in COMMUNITY or MED attribute
values, because these updates are usually caused by internal
dynamics inside the last-hop AS. Second, we used the anchor prefix of each beacon to detect routing changes other
than those generated by the beacon origins. An anchor prefix is a separate prefix announced by a beacon prefix’s origin
AS, and is never withdrawn after its announcement. Thus it
serves as a calibration point to identify routing events that
are not originated by the beacon injection/removal mechanism. Because the anchor prefix shares the same origin
AS, and hopefully the same routing path, with the beacon
prefix, any routing changes that are not associated with the
beacon mechanism will trigger routing updates for both the
anchor and the beacon prefixes. To remove all beacon updates triggered by such unexpected routing events, for each
anchor prefix update at time t, we ignore all beacon updates
during the time window [t − W, t + W ]. We set W ’s value
to 5 minutes, as the results reported in [17] show that the
number of beacon updates remains more or less constant for
W > 5 minutes. After the above two steps of preprocessing,
beacon updates are mainly comprised of those triggered by
the scheduled beacon activity at the origin ASes.
To assess the degree of path exploration for all the prefixes
in the global routing table, we used the public BGP data collected from 50 monitoring points by RIPE [24] and RouteViews [25] collectors during the month of January 2006. We
then removed from the data all the updates that were caused
by BGP session resets between the collectors and the monitors, using the minimum collection time method described in
[29]. Those updates correspond to BGP routing table transfers between the collectors and the monitors, and therefore
should not be accounted in our study of the convergence
process.
The 50 monitors were chosen based on the fact that each
of them provided full routing tables and continuous routing data during our measurement period. One month was
chosen as our measurement period based on the assumption that ISPs are unlikely to make many changes of their
interconnectivity within one month period, so that we can
assume the AS level topology did not change much over our
measurement time period, an assumption that is used in our
AS path comparison later in the paper.

2.2

Clustering Updates into Events

Some of the previous BGP data analysis studies [23, 6,
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To address the above problems, we take advantage of beacon updates to develop and calibrate effective heuristics and
then apply them to all the prefixes. In the rest of this section, we first describe our data set, then discuss how we
use beacon updates to validate a timer-based mechanism for
grouping routing updates into events, and how we use beacon updates to develop a usage-based path ranking method
which is then used in our routing event classifications.
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Figure 2: CCDF of inter-arrival times of BGP updates for the 8 beacon prefixes as observed from the
50 monitors.

7] have developed a timer-based approach to cluster routing
updates into events. Based on the observation that BGP
updates come in bursts, two adjacent updates for the same
prefix are assumed to be due to the same routing event if
they are separated by a time interval less than a threshold
T . A critical step in taking this approach is to find an appropriate value for T . A value that is too high can incorrectly
group multiple events into one. On the other hand, a value
that is too low may divide a single event into multiple ones.
Since the root causes of beacon routing events are known,
and the beacon update streams contain little noise after the
preprocessing, we use beacon prefixes to find an appropriate
value for T .
Figure 2 shows the distribution of update inter-arrival
times of the eight beacon prefixes as observed from the 50
monitors. All the curves start flattening out either before
or around 4 minutes (the vertical line in the figure). If we
use 4 minutes as the threshold value to separate updates
into different events, i.e. T = 4 minutes, in the worst case
(rrc01 beacon) we incorrectly group about 8% of messages
of the same event into different events; this corresponds to
the inter-arrival time difference between the cutting point of
the rrc01 curve at 4 minutes and the horizontal tail of the
curve. The tail drop of all the curves at 7200 seconds corresponds to the 2-hour interval between the scheduled beacon
prefix activities 1 .
Although the data for the beacon updates suggests that
a threshold of T = 4 minutes may work well for grouping
updates into events, no single value of T would be a perfect
fit for all the prefixes and all the monitors. Thus we need
to assess how sensitive our results may be with the choice
1
The psg01 curve reaches a plateau earlier than the other
curves, indicating that it suffers less from slow routing convergence. However one may note its absence of update
inter-arrivals between 100 seconds and 3600 seconds, followed by a high number of inter-arrivals around 3600 seconds. As hinted in [17], this behavior could be explained by
BGP’s route flat damping, and one hour is the default maximum suppression time applied to an unstable prefix when
its announcement goes through a router which enforces BGP
damping.
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Figure 3: Difference in number of events per [monitor,prefix] for T =2 and 8 minutes, relatively to T =4
minutes.
of T = 4 minutes. Figure 3 compares the result of using
T = 4 minutes with that of T = 2 minutes and T = 8 minutes for clustering the updates of all the prefixes collected
from all the 50 monitors during our measurement period.
Let n(M, P, 4) be the number of events identified by monitor M for prefix P using T = 4 minutes; n(M, P, 2) and
n(M, P, 8) are similarly defined but with T = 2 minutes and
T = 8 minutes respectively. Figure 3 shows the distribution
of |n(M, P, 8) − n(M, P, 4)| and |n(M, P, 2) − n(M, P, 4)|,
which reflects the impact of using a higher or lower timeout
value, respectively. As one can see from the figure, in about
50% of the cases the three different T values result in the
same number of events, and in more than 80% of the cases
the results from using the different T values differ by at most
2 events. Based on the data we can conclude that the result
of event clustering is insensitive to the choice of T = 4 minutes. This observation is also consistent with previous work.
For example [7] experimented with various timeout threshold values between 2 minutes and 16 minutes, and found no
significant difference in the clustering results. In the rest of
the paper, we use T = 4 minutes.

Classifying Routing Events

After the routing updates are grouped into events, we
classify the events into different types based on the effect
that each event has on the routing path. Let us consider two
consecutive events n and n + 1 for the same prefix observed
by the same monitor. We define the path in the last update
of event n as the ending path of event n, which is also the
starting path for event n + 1. Let pstart and pend denote
an event’s starting and ending paths, respectively, and ε
denote the path in a withdrawal message (representing an
empty path). If the last update in an event is a withdrawal,
we have pend = ε. Based on the relation between pstart and
pend of each event, we classify all the routing events into one
of the following categories as shown in Figure 4 2 .
1. Same Path (Tspath ): A routing event is classified as
2

Tdown Tshort

Same Path
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Figure 4: Event taxonomy.
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To establish a valid starting state, we initialize pstart for
each (monitor,prefix) pair with the path extracted from the
routing table of the corresponding monitor.

a Tspath if its pstart = pend , and every update in the
event reports the same AS path as pstart , although
they may differ in some other BGP attribute such as
MED or COMMUNITY value. Tspath events typically
reflect the internal BGP dynamics inside the monitor’s
AS.
2. Path Disturbance (Tpdist ): A routing event is classified
as Tpdist if its pstart = pend , and at least one update in
the event carries a different AS path. In other words,
the AS path is the same before and after the event,
with some transient change(s) during the event. Tpdist
events are likely resulted from multiple root causes,
such as a transient failure which is followed quickly by
a recovery, hence the name of the event type. When
multiple root causes occur closely in time, the updates
they produce tend to follow each other very closely,
and no clustering timeout value would be able to accurately separate them out by the root causes. In our
study we identify these Tpdist events but do not include
them in the convergence analysis.
3. Path Change: A routing event is classified as a path
change if its pstart 6= pend . In other words, the paths
before and after the event are different. Path change
events are further classified into five categories, based
on whether the destination becomes available or unavailable, or changed to a more preferred or less preferred path, at the end of the event. Let pref (p) represent a router’s preference of path p, with a higher
value representing a higher preference.
• Tup : A routing event is classified as a Tup if its
pstart = ε. A previously unreachable destination
becomes reachable through path pend by the end
of the event.
• Tdown : A routing event is classified as Tdown if
its pend = ε. That is, a previously reachable destination becomes unreachable by the end of the
event.
• Tshort : A routing event is classified as Tshort if its
pstart 6= ε, pend 6= ε and pref (pend ) > pref (pstart ),
indicating a reachable destination has changed
the path to a more preferred one by the end of
the event.
• Tlong : A routing event is classified as a Tlong event
if its pstart 6= ε, pend 6= ε and pref (pend ) <
pref (pstart ), indicating a reachable destination
has changed the path to a less preferred one by
the end of the event.
• Tequal : A routing event is classified as Tequal if its
pstart 6= ε, pend 6= ε and pref (pend ) = pref (pstart ).

That is, a reachable destination has changed the
path by the end of the event, but the starting and
ending paths have the same preference.

1e+07

Path Usage Time (s)

1e+06

A big challenge in event classification is how to differentiate between Tlong and Tshort events, a task that requires
judging the relative preference between two given paths. Individual routers use locally configured routing policies to
choose the most preferred path among available ones. Because we do not have precise knowledge of the routing policies, we must derive effective heuristics to infer a routers’
path preference. It is possible that our heuristics label two
paths with equal preference, in which case the event will be
classified as Tequal . However, a good path ranking heuristic
should minimize such ambiguity.
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If a routing event has non-empty pstart and pend , then
the relative preference between pstart and pend determines
whether the event is a Tlong or Tshort . This would be an easy
task for controlled experiments using beacon prefixes, since
one simply create such events by manipulating AS paths.
This was done in the previous studies such as [10], which
used AS paths with length up to 30 AS hops to simulate
Tlong events.
However in general there has been no good way to infer
routers’ preferences among multiple available AS paths to
the same destination. Given a set of available paths, a BGP
router chooses the most preferred one through a decision
process. During this process, the router usually considers
several factors in the following order: local preference (which
usually reflects the local routing policy configuration), AS
path length, the MED attribute value, IGP cost, and tiebreaking rules. Some of the previous efforts in estimating
path preference tried to emulate a BGP router’s decision
process to various degrees. For example, [10, 12, 7] used
path length only. Because BGP is not a shortest-path routing protocol, however, it is known that the most preferred
BGP paths are not always the shortest paths. In addition,
there often exist multiple shortest paths with equal AS hop
lengths. There are also a number of other efforts in inferring AS relationship and routing policies. However as we will
show later in this section, none of the existing approaches
significantly improves the inference accuracy.
To be able to infer path preference with a high accuracy
for our event classification, we took a different approach
from all the previous studies. Instead of emulating the
router’s decision process, we propose to look at the end result of the router’s decision: the usage time of each path.
The usage time is defined as the cumulative duration of time
that a path remains in the router’s routing table. Assuming that the Internet routing is relatively stable most of the
time and failures are recovered promptly, then most preferred paths should be used most and thus remain in the
routing table for the longest time. Given our study period
is only one month, during this time period it is unlikely that
significant changes happened to routing policies and/or ISP
peering connections in the Internet. Thus we conjecture
that relative preferences of routing paths remained stable
for most, if not all, the destinations during our study period. Figure 5 shows the path usage time distribution for
a monitor router with IP address 12.0.1.63. We counted
the total number of distinct AS paths that appeared in this

100000

Figure 5: Path usage time for router 12.0.1.63.

router’s routing table during the month, which is slightly
over 120,000. Note that one AS path may be used to reach
one or multiple destination prefixes, and the usage time for
a path is accounted as long as there is at least one prefix
using that path. About 20% of the paths (or 25,000) stay
in the table for the entire measurement period, and about
90,000 paths that appeared in the routing table for only a
small fraction of the period, ranging from a few days to some
small number of seconds.
We compare this new Usage Time based approach with
three other existing methods for inferring path preference:
Length, Policy, and Policy+Length. Usage Time uses the
usage time to rank paths. Length infers path preference
according the AS path length. Policy is derives path preference based on inferred inter-AS relationships. We used
the algorithm developed in [8] to classify the relationships
between ASes into customer, provider, peer, and sibling. A
path that goes through a customer is preferred over a path
that goes through a peer, which is preferred over a path that
goes through a provider 3 Policy+Length infers path preference by using the policies first, and then using AS length
for those paths that have the same AS relationship.
One challenge in conducting this comparison is how to
verify the path ranking results without knowing the router’s
routing policy configurations. We tackle this problem by
leveraging our understanding about Tdown and Tup events.
During Tdown events, routers explore multiple paths in the
order of decreasing preference; during Tup events, routers
explore paths in the order of increasing preference. Since
we can identify Tdown and Tup events fairly accurately, we
can use the information learned from these events to verify
the results from different path ranking methods.
In an ideal scenario where paths explored during a Tdown
(or Tup ) event follow a monotonically decreasing (or increasing) preference order, we can take samples of every consecutive pair of routing updates and rank order the paths
they carried. However due to the difference in update timing and propagation delays along different paths, the monotonicity does not hold true all the time. For example, we
3

We ignore those cases in which we could not establish the
policy relation between two ASes. Such cases happened in
less than 1% of the total paths.
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observed path withdrawals appearing in the middle of update sequences during Tdown events. Therefore, instead of
comparing the AS paths carried in adjacent updates during
a routing event, we compare the paths occurred during an
event with the stable path used either before or after the
event. Figure 6 shows our procedure in detail. All the updates in the figure are for the same prefix P . Before the Tup
event occurs, the router does not have any route to reach P .
The first four updates are clustered into a Tup event that
stabilizes with path p4 . After p4 is in use for some period of
time, the prefix P becomes unreachable. During the Tdown
event, paths p5 and p6 are tried before the final withdrawal
update. From this example, we can extract the following
pairs of path preference: pref (p1 ) < pref (p4 ), pref (p2 ) <
pref (p4 ), pref (p3 ) < pref (p4 ), pref (p5 ) < pref (p4 ), and
pref (p6 ) < pref (p4 ).
After extracting path preference pairs from Tdown and Tup
events, we apply the four path ranking methods in comparison to the same set of routing updates and see whether
they produce the same path ranking results as we derived
from Tdown and Tup events. We keep three counters Ccorrect ,
Cequal and Cwrong for each method. For instance, in the example of Figure 6, if a method results in p1 and p2 being
worse than p4 , and p3 being equal to p4 , then for the Tup
event we have Ccorrect = 2 , Cequal = 1 and Cwrong = 0.
Likewise, for the Tdown event, if a method results in p5
being better than p4 and p6 being equal to p4 , then we
have Ccorrect = 0, Cequal = 1 and Cwrong = 1. To quantify the accuracy of different inference methods, we define
Ccorrect
. We use Pcorrect as a
Pcorrect = Ccorrect +C
equal +Cwrong
measure of accuracy in our comparison.
To compare the four different path ranking methods, we
first applied them to our beacon data set which contains
updates generated by Tup and Tdown events, and computed
the values of Ccorrect , Cequal and Cwrong for each of the
four methods. Figure 7 shows the result. As one can see
from the figure, Length works very well in ranking paths
explored during Tdown events, giving 93% correct cases and
5% equal cases. However, it performs much worse in ranking
the paths explored during Tup events, producing 40% correct
cases and 40% wrong cases. During Tdown events, many
“invalid” paths are explored and they are very likely to be
longer than the stable path. However during Tup events,
only “valid” paths are explored and their preferences are
not necessarily based on their path lengths.
Policy performs roughly equally for ranking paths during
Tdown and Tup events. It does not make many wrong choices,
but produces a large number of equal cases (around 70% of
the total). This demonstrates that the inferred AS relationship and routing policies provide inadequate information for

Policy
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Figure 7: Comparison between Ccorrect ,Cequal and
Cwrong of length , policy and usage time metrics for
(a) Tup and (b) Tdown events of beacon prefixes.

path ranking. They do not take into account many details,
such as traffic engineering, AS internal routing metric, etc.,
that affect actual routes being used. Compared with Length,
Policy+Length has a comparable performance with Tdown
events, and a moderate improvement with Tup events.
Usage Time works surprisingly well and outperforms the
other three in both Tdown and Tup events. Its Pcorrect is
about 92% in Tup and 99% in Tdown events. Its Cequal value
is 0 in both Tup and Tdown events. This is because we are
measuring the path usage time using the unit of second,
which effectively puts all the paths in strict rank order. We
also notice that for Tup events, about 8% of the comparisons are wrong, whereas for Tdown events this number is
as low as 1%. We believe this noticeably high percentage
of wrong comparisons in Tup events is due to path changes
caused by topological changes, such as a new link established between two ASes as a result of e.g. a customer that
switches to a new provider. Because the new paths have low
usage time, our Usage Time based inference will give them
a low rank, although these paths are actually the preferred
ones. Nevertheless, the data confirmed our earlier assumption that, during our 1-month measurement period, there
were no significant changes in Internet topology or routing
polices, otherwise we would have seen a much higher percentage of wrong cases produced by Usage Time.
We now examine how the value of Pcorrect varies between
different monitors under each of the four path ranking methods. Figure 8 shows the distribution of Pcorrect for different
methods, with X-axis representing the monitors sorted in de-
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After applying the classification algorithm to BGP data,
we count the number of Tdown events observed by each monitor as a sanity check. A Tdown event means that a previously
reachable prefix becomes unreachable, suggesting that the
root cause of the failure is very likely at the AS that originates the prefix, and should be observed by all the monitors.
Therefore, we expect every monitor to observe roughly the
same number of Tdown events. Figure 9 shows the number of
Tdown events seen by each monitor. Most monitors observe
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Figure 9: Number of Tdown events per monitor.

Figure 8: Comparison between accuracy of length,
policy and usage time metrics.

creasing order of their Pcorrect value. The value of Pcorrect
for each monitor is calculated over all the Tdown and Tup
events in our beacon data set. When using the path usage
time for path ranking, we observe an accuracy between 88%
and 100% across all the monitors, whereas with using path
length for ranking, we observe the Pcorrect value can be as
low as 31% for some monitor. Using policy for path ranking
leads to even lower Pcorrect values.
After we developed and calibrated the usage time based
path ranking method using beacon updates, we applied the
method, together with the other three, to the BGP updates
for all the prefixes collected from all the 50 monitors, and we
obtained the results that are similar to that from the beacon update set. Pcorrect is 17% for Policy, 65% for Length,
73% for Policy+Length, and 95% Usage Time. Thus we believe usage time works very well for our purpose and use it
throughout our study.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose
the method of using usage time to infer relative path preference. We believe this new method can be used for many
other studies on BGP routing dynamics. For example, [7]
pointed out that if after a routing event, the stable path is
switched from P1 to P2, the root cause of the event should
lie on the better path of the two. The study used length-only
in their path ranking and the root cause inference algorithm
produced a mixed result. Our result shows that using length
for path ranking gives only about 60% accuracy, and usage
time can give more than 95% accuracy. Using usage time
to rank path can potentially improve the results of the root
cause inference scheme proposed in [7].
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Monitor ID

Number of monitors

3.

5

Tup
Tdown
Tshort
Tlong
Tpdist
Tspath

No. of Events
(×106 )
3.39
3.35
7.39
7.90
18.32
20.44

Duration
(second)
45.26
116.34
33.26
68.76
148.39
43.47

No. of
Updates
2.30
4.10
1.74
2.51
4.11
1.58

No. of
Paths
1.77
2.04
1.34
1.70
2.45
1

Table 1: Event Statistics
similar number of Tdown events, but there are also a few outliers that observe either too many or too few Tdown events.
Too many Tdown events can be due to failures that are close
to monitors and partition the monitors from the rest of the
Internet, or underestimation of the relative timeout T used
to cluster updates. Too few Tdown events can be due to missing data during monitor downtime, or overestimation of the
relative timeout T . In order to keep consistency among all
monitors, we decided to exclude the head and tail of the
distribution, reducing the data set to 32 monitors.
Now we examine the results of event classification. Table
1 shows the statistics for each event class, including the total
number of events, the average event duration, the average
number of updates per event, and the average number of
unique paths explored per event. We exclude Tequal events
from the table since their percentage is negligible.
There are three observations. First, the three high-level
event categories in Figure 4 have approximately the same
number of events: Path-Change events are about 36% of
all the events, Same-Path 34% and Path-Disturbance 30%.
Breaking down Path-Change events, we see that the number of Tdown balances that of Tup , and the number of Tlong
balances that of Tshort . This makes sense since Tdown failures are recovered with Tup events, and Tlong failures are
recovered with Tshort events.
Second, the average duration of different types of events
can be ordered as follows: Tshort < Tspath ' Tup < Tlong 
Tdown < Tpdist . Figure 10 shows the distributions of event
durations, 4 which also follow the same order. Note that
the shape of the curves is stepwise with jumps at multiples
of around 26.5 seconds. The next section will explain that
4

The Tspath curve is omitted from the figure for clarity.
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Figure 10: Duration of Events.

Figure 12: Number of Unique Paths Explored per
Event.
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Figure 11: Number of Updates per Event.

this is due to the MinRouteAdvertisementInterval (MRAI)
timer, which controls the interval between consecutive updates sent by a router. The default range of MRAI timer
has the average value of 26.5 seconds, making events last for
multiples of this value. Table 1 also shows that Tpdist events
have the longest duration, the most updates and explore the
most unique paths. This suggests that Tpdist likely contains
two events very close in time, e.g., a link failure followed
shortly by its recovery. A study [18] on network failures inside a tier-1 provider revealed that about 90% of the failures
on high-failure links take less that 3 minutes to recover, while
50% of optical-related failures take less than 3.5 minutes
to recover. Therefore there are many short-lived network
failures and they can very well generate routing events like
Tpdist . On the other hand, Tspath events are much shorter
and have less updates. It is because that Tspath is likely due
to routing changes inside the AS hosting the monitor, and
thus does not involve inter-domain path exploration.
Third, among the path changing events, Tdown events last
the longest, have the most updates, and explore the most
unique paths. Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the distributions
of event duration, number of updates per event, and number
unique paths explored per event respectively. The results
show that route fail-down events (Tdown ) last considerably
longer than route fail-over events (Tlong ). In fact, Figure 10
shows that about 60% of Tlong events have duration of zero,

while 50% of Tdown events last more than 80 seconds. In
addition, Figure 11 shows that about 60% of Tlong events
have only 1 update, while about 70% of Tdown events have 3
or more updates. Figure 12 shows that Tdown explore more
unique paths than Tlong . These results are in accordance
with our previous analytical results in [19], but contrary to
the results of previous measurement work [12], which concluded that the duration of Tlong events is similar to that
of Tdown and longer than that of Tup and Tshort . In [19]
we showed that the upper bound of Tlong convergence time
is proportional to M (P − J), where M is the MRAI timer
value, P is the path length of to the destination after the
event, and J is the distance from the failure location to the
destination. Since P is typically small for most Internet
paths, and J could be anywhere between 0 and P , the duration of most Tlong events should be short. We believe that
the main reason [12] reached a different conclusion is because they conducted measurements by artificially increasing P to 30 AS hops using AS prepending. The analysis in
[19] shows that an overestimate of P would result in a longer
Tlong convergence time, which would explain why they observed longer durations for beacon prefixes than what we
observed for operational prefixes.

4.

POLICIES, TOPOLOGY AND ROUTING
CONVERGENCE

In this section we compare the extent of slow convergence
across different prefixes and different monitors to examine
the impacts of routing polices and topology on slow convergence.

4.1

MRAI Timer

In order to make fair comparisons of slow convergence
observed by different monitors, we need to be able to tell
whether a monitor enables MRAI timer or not. The BGP
specification (RFC 4271 [22]) defines the MinRouteAdvertisementInterval (MRAI) as the minimum amount of time
that must elapse between two consecutive updates sent by
a router regarding the same destination prefix. Lacking
MRAI timer may lead to significantly more update messages and longer global convergence time [9]. Even though
it is a recommended practice to enable the MRAI timer, not
all routers are configured this way. Since MRAI timer will

result, a customer AS does not forward packets between its
two providers, and a peer-peer link can only be used for traffic between the two incident ASes’ customers. For example,
in Figure 16, paths [3 5 4], [3 5 6] and [3 2 4] all violate
the “no-valley” policy and generally are not allowed in the
Internet.
Based on AS connectivity and relationships, the Internet
routing infrastructure can be viewed as a hierarchy.
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Figure 13: Determining MRAI configuration.

affect observed event duration and number of updates, for
the purpose of studying impacts of policies and topology,
we should only make comparisons among MRAI monitors,
or among non-MRAI monitors, but not between MRAI and
non-MRAI monitors.
By default the MRAI timer is set to 30 seconds plus a
jitter to avoid unwanted synchronization. The amount of
jitter is determined by multiplying the base value (e.g., 30
seconds) by a random factor which is uniformly distributed
in the range [0.75, 1]. Assuming routers are configured with
the default MRAI values, we should (1) not observe consecutive updates spaced by less than 30×0.75 = 22.5 seconds for
the same destination prefix, and (2) observe a considerable
amount of inter-arrival times between 22.5 and 30 seconds,
= 26.5 seccentered around the expected value, 30 × 0.75+1
2
onds.
For each monitor, we define a Non-MRAI Likelihood, LM ,
as the probability of finding consecutive updates for the
same prefix spaced by less than 22 seconds. Figure 13 shows
LM for all the 50 monitors in our initial set. Clearly, there
are monitors with very high LM and monitors with very
small LM . The curve has a sharp turn, hinting a major
configuration change. Based on this, we decided to set
LM = 0.05 as a threshold to differentiate MRAI and nonMRAI monitors. Those with LM < 0.05 are classified as
MRAI monitors, and those with LM ≥ 0.05 are classified as
non-MRAI monitors.
Using this technique, we detect that 15 routers from the
initial set of 50 are non-MRAI (see the vertical line in Figure
13), and 10 of them are part of the set of 32 routers we
used in previous section. We will use this set of 32-10=22
monitors for the next subsection to compare the extent of
slow convergence across monitors.

4.2

The Impact of Policy and Topology on Routing Convergence

Internet routing is policy-based. The “no-valley” policy
[8], which is based on inter-AS relationships, is the most
prevalent one in practice. Generally, most ASes have relationships with their neighbors as provider-customer or peerpeer. In provider-customer relationship, the customer AS
pays the provider AS to get access service to the rest of
the Internet; in peer-peer relationship, the two ASes freely
exchange traffic between their respective customers. As a

• Edge: stub ASes that do not provide transit service.
They’re customers only.
We collect an Internet AS topology [30], infer inter-AS relationships [28], and then classify all ASes into these three
tiers. Core ASes are manually selected based on their connectivity and relationships with other ASes [30]; Edge ASes
are those that only appear at the end of AS paths; and the
rest are middle ASes. With this classification, we can locate monitors and prefix origins with regard to the routing
hierarchy.
Our set of 22 monitors consists of 4 monitors in the core,
15 in the middle and 3 at the edge. We would like to have a
more representative set of monitors at the edge, but we only
found these many monitors in this class with consistent data
from the RouteViews and RIPE data archive. The results
presented in this subsection might not be quantitatively accurate due to the limitation of monitor set, but we believe
they still illustrate qualititively the impact of monitor location on slow convergence.
In the previous section we showed that Tdown events have
both the longest convergence time and the most path exploration from all path change events. Furthermore, in a Tdown
event, the root cause of the failure is most likely inside the
destination AS, and thus all monitors should observe the
same set of events. Therefore, the Tdown events provide a
common base for comparison across monitors and prefixes,
and the difference between convergence time and the number
of updates should be most pronounced. In this subsection
we examine how the location of prefix origins and monitors
impact the extent of slow convergence.
Figure 14 shows the duration of Tdown events seen by
monitors in each tier. The order of convergence time is
core < middle < edge, and the medians of convergence
times are 60, 84 and 84 seconds for core, middle and edge
respectively. Taking into account that our edge monitor
ASes are well connected: one has 3 providers in the core
and the other two reach the core within two AS hops, we
believe that in reality edge will generally experience even
longer convergence times than the values we measured. Figure 15 shows that monitors in the middle and at the edge
explore 2 or more paths in about 60% of the cases, whereas
monitors in the core explore at most one path in about 65%
of the cases.
In a Tdown event, the monitor will not send a withdrawal
until it has explored all alternative paths. Therefore, the
event duration depends on the number of alternative paths
between the event origin and the monitor. In general, due to
no-valley policy [8], tier-1 ASes have fewer paths to explore
than lower tier ASes. For example, in Figure 16, node 3
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Figure 14: Duration of Tdown events as seen by monitors at different tiers.
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Figure 15: Number of unique paths explored during
Tdown as seen by monitors at different tiers.

(representing a tier-1 AS) has only one no-valley path to
reach node 7 (path [3 4 6 7]), while node 5 has three paths
to reach the same destination: [5 6 7], [5 4 6 7] and [5 3 4
6 7]. In order to reach a destination, tier-1 ASes can only
utilize provider-customer links and peer-peer links to other
tier-1s, but a lower tier AS can also use customer-provider
links and peer-peer links in the middle tier, which leads to
more alternative paths to explore during Tdown events.
We studied how Tdown events are experienced by monitors in different tiers, but we do not know how the origin
of the event impacts the convergence process. Note that we
must divide again the results according to the monitor location, otherwise we may introduce bias caused by the fact
that most of our monitors are in the middle tier. We use
the notation x → y, where x is the tier where the Tdown
event is originated from and y is the tier of the monitor
that observe the event. In our measurements, we observed
that the convergence times of x → y case were close to the
y → x case. Therefore, from these two cases we will only
show the case where we have a higher percentage of monitors. For instance, between core → edge and edge → core
cases we will only show the later since our monitor set covers about 27% of the core but only a tiny percentage of the
edge. Figure 17 shows the duration of Tdown events for pre-
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Figure 17: Duration of Tdown events observed and
originated in different tiers.
fixes originated and observed at different tiers. We omit the
cases middle → core and middle → middle for clarity of the
figure, since they almost overlap with curves edge → core
and edge → middle respectively. The figure shows that the
core → core case is the fastest, and the edge → middle,
edge → edge cases are the slowest. This observation is
also confirmed by Figure 18, which shows the number of
paths explored during Tdown . Table 2 lists the median durations of Tdown events originated and observed at different
tiers. Events observed by the core have shortest durations,
which confirms our previous observation (Figure 14). Note
that the edge → edge convergence is slightly faster than
the edge → middle convergence. We believe this happens
because, as mentioned before, our set of edge monitors are
very close to the core. Therefore, they may not observe so
much path exploration as the middle monitors, which may
have a number of additional peer links to reach other edge
nodes without going through the core.
We know that about 80% of the autonomous systems in
the Internet are located at the edge. Furthermore, in the
next subsection we will show that about 68% of the Tdown
events are originated at the edge. Therefore, we expect that
the edge → edge case reflects most of the slow routing convergence observed in the Internet.

4.3

Origin of Fail-down Events

We will now examine where the Tdown events are originated in the Internet hierarchy. Since we expect the set
of Tdown events be common to all the 32 monitors of our
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Figure 18: Number of paths explored during Tdown
events observed and originated in different tiers.
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Figure 19: Number of Tdown events over time.

No. of events
No. of prefixes
originated
No. of events
per prefix

Core
3,011
14,367

Middle
34,514
81,988

Edge
78,149
122,877

0.21

0.42

0.63

Table 3: Tdown Events by Origin AS

Table 2: Median of duration of Tdown events observed
and originated in different tiers.

data set (section 3), we will use in this subsection a single
monitor, the router 144.228.241.81 from Sprint. Note that
similar results are obtained from other monitors.
Because our data set spans over 1 month period, we do
not know if during this time there was any high-impact event
that triggered an abnormal number of Tdown failures, which
could bias our results. Figure 19 plots the cumulative number of Tdown events as observed by the monitor during January 2006. The cumulative number of events grow linearly,
with an approximate constant number of 3,600 Tdown events
per day. This uniform distribution along the time dimension
seems also to suggest that most fail-down events have a random nature.
Table 3 shows the break down of Tdown events by the tier
that they are originated from. We observe that about 68%
of the events are originated at the edge. However, the edge
also announces a chunk of 56% of the prefixes. Therefore, in
order to assess the stability of each tier, and since our identification of events is based on prefix, a simple event count
is not enough. A better measure is to divide the number of
events originated at each tier by the total number of prefixes
originated from that tier. Looking at the line “No. events
per prefix” in Table 3, we observe that if the core originates
n events per prefix, the middle originates 2 × n and the edge
originates 3 × n such events, yielding the interesting proportion 1:2:3. This seems to indicate that generally, prefixes in
the middle are twice as unstable as prefixes in the core, and
prefixes at the edge are three times as unstable as prefixes
in the core.

5.

RELATED WORK

There are two types of BGP update characterization work
in the literature: passive measurements [13, 14, 11, 26, 3,
16, 23, 27, 7], and active measurements [10, 12, 17]. The
work presented in this paper belongs to the first category.
We conducted a systematic measurement to classify routing
instability events and quantify path exploration for all the
prefixes in the Internet. Our measurement also showed the
impact of AS’s tier level on the extent of path explorations.
Existing measurements of path exploration and slow convergence have all been based on active measurements [10,
12, 17], where controlled events were injected into the Internet from a small number of beacon sites. These measurement results demonstrated the existence of BGP path
exploration and slow convergence, but did not show to what
extent they exist on the Internet under real operational conditions. In contrast, in this paper we classify routing events
of all prefixes, as opposed to a small number of beacon sites,
into different categories, and for each category we provide
measurement results on the updates per event and event
durations. Given we examine the updates from multiple
peers for all the prefixes in the global routing table, we are
able to identify the impact of AS tier levels on path exploration. Regarding the relation between the tier levels of
origin ASes, our results agree with previous active measurement work [12] (using a small number of beacon sites) that
prefixes originated from tier-1 ASes tend to experience less
slow convergence compared to prefixes originated from lower
tier ASes. Moreover, our results also showed that, for the
same prefix, routers of different AS tiers observe different
degree of slow convergence, with tier-1 ASes seeing much
less than lower tier ASes.
Existing passive measurements have studied the instability of all the prefixes. The focuses have been on update

inter-arrival time, event duration, and location of instability, and characterization of individual updates [13, 14, 11,
26, 3, 16, 23, 27, 7]. There is no previous work on classifying
routing events according to their effects (e.g. whether path
becomes better or worse after the event). Our paper describe a novel path preference heuristic based on path usage
time, and studied in detail the characteristics of different
classes of instability events in the Internet.
Our approach shares certain similarity with [23, 27, 7] in
that we all use a timeout-based approach to group updates
into events. Such an approach can mistakingly group updates of multiple root causes that happened close to each
other or overlapped in time into a single event. As we discussed earlier, the events in our Path-Disturbance category
can be examples of grouping updates of overlap root causes,
because the path to a prefix changed at least twice, and
often more times, during one event. We moved a step forward by detecting and separating these overlapping events
into a different category. It is most likely that those PathChange events with very long durations are also overlapping
events, and one possible way to identify them is to set a time
threshold on the event duration, which we plan to do in the
future.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

We conducted the first systematic measurement study to
quantify the existence of path exploration and slow convergence in the global Internet routing system. We first developed a new path ranking method based on the usage time
of each path and validated its effectiveness using data from
controlled experiments with beacon prefixes. we then applied our path ranking method to BGP updates of all the
prefixes in the global routing table and classified each observed routing event into three classes: Path Change, Path
Disturbance, and Same Path. For Path Change events, we
further classified them into 4 sub-categories: Tdown , Tup ,
Tlong , and Tshort . We measured the path exploration, convergence duration, and update count for each type of events.
Our work shows several significant results. First, although
there is a wide existence of path exploration and slow convergence in the global routing system, the significance of the
problem can vary considerably depending on the locations
of both the origin ASes and the observation routers in the
routing system hierarchy. In general, routers in tier-1 ISPs
observe less path exploration and shorter convergence delays than routers in edge ASes, and prefixes originated from
tier-1 ISPs also experience much less slow convergence than
those originated from edge ASes.
Second, Tlong events have short duration in general that
are comparable to that of Tup and Tshort events. This is
in accordance to our previous theoretical analysis results
presented in [19], and is a noticeable departure from widely
accepted views based on the previous experiments [10].
Furthermore, our data shows that the Same Path events
account for about 34% of the total routing events, which
seems an alarmingly high value. Since this class of events is
most likely caused by internal routing changes within individual ASes, most of them probably should not have existed
in the first place. Further investigations are needed to better understand the causes of the Same Path events. We also
observed that about 30% of the routing events are due to
transient route changes (which are captured as path disturbance events in our measurement), and are responsible for

close to half of all the routing updates (47%). It would be
interesting to identify the causes of these transient routing
changes in order to further stabilize the global routing system.

7.
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